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ΙIn the age of post-post-reproduction and post-post dramatic theatre, a playis regarded as a quaint object. . . . Plays sit on the sidelines beholdingtheir own oblivion and wonder where they fit in the larger social scheme.
. . .” (Svich 17).  Caridad Svich here describes the position assigned to plays in
contemporary discourse on theatre and performance practice. It is true that the
play is often seen by directors, performance artists, actors, and critics as textual
material  acquiring meaning solely through the act of performance and no longer
as part of dramatic literature. Our study develops within the framework of the
challenges posed to the dramatic text and the different ways in which it has
been perceived and reformulated. More specifically, we attempt to look into
the development of Greek playwriting of the last thirty years and examine it in
the light of the dominant postmodern and postdramatic trends of European thea-
tre. 
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This essay makes an attempt to present the different trends in Greek play-
writing during the last thirty years. The aim is to examine the dramatic pro-
duction in the light of the postdramatic developments that define European
theatre as a whole. In order to describe the wider context in which contem-
porary Greek playwriting develops, a brief outline of the major stages
defining the theatrical activity of the period is sketched out. Moreover, the
changes affecting the status of the dramatic text are discussed with regard
to how different playwrights of the older and younger generation perceive
their role and status in the field of theatrical practice. In mapping out the
different trends, the focus lies on two major directions: on the plays that
expand and reformulate the tradition of post-war realism, and on those that
introduce and rework principles and elements originating in the field of
postdramatic aesthetics.1
11. My special thanks to Savas Patsalidis, Dimitris Tsatsoulis, and Dio Kangelari for their valu-
able advice and suggestions as well as for providing me with very useful material. I would
also like to thank Sissy Papathanassiou for allowing me access to several unpublished
plays. 
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I. Postmodern/Postdramatic: Their Semantic Range
The term postmodern has been initially used to describe the innovative genre
of performance art and has gradually extended its semantic range to include a
variety of trends and aesthetic traits that have characterized Western theatre pro-
duction since the seventies and are similar to those defining postmodern culture
in general. On the other hand, the term postdramatic was introduced by Hans
Thies Lehmann in order to describe specifically the artistic domain of theatre
and performance art within the cultural space of postmodernity (25-28). 
It is interesting to briefly look at the path the two terms have followed in the
Greek critical discourse on theatre. In the earliest systematic attempts to trace
postmodern elements in Greek theatre practice and playwriting, Savas Patsalidis
and Dimitris Tsatsoulis single out a number of directors and playwrights who, by
introducing an innovative aesthetic, distance themselves from theatrical traditions
and “habits.”2 Since then, reviewers and critics have frequently used and often
abused the term “postmodern.” For some, the term is identified with anything that
in their opinion defies the traditional habits of the audience who often wishes to
follow a coherent story with a beginning, middle, and a clear cut conclusion.3 Yet,
at the same time, a growing number of studies are published attempting a thorough
analysis of postmodern elements that can be traced in the original work of many
theatre groups. Besides, the term postdramatic is also introduced, appearing in
the work of several scholars focussing on dramatic texts. Since our main intention
is to explore the position of the text and the playwright in the contemporary Greek
theatrical landscape, we opt for the term postdramatic.  
II. Post-War Greek Drama: A Brief History 
Most critics and historians agree that the generation of post-war play-
wrights, appearing in the sixties, brought a radical change to the conventions
and the old “habits” of playwriting. They were committed to representing con-
temporary Greek social reality in all its complexity and showed an interest in
experimenting with avant-garde aesthetics. At the same time several theatre
groups and directors were willing to direct and present these new plays. When
democracy was re-established in 1974, this movement acquired a strong political
and ideological dimension. The major aim for both playwrights and theatre pra-
ctitioners was to formulate a new national narrative which would include that
part of the left-wing population that was banned and exiled by the military junta.
During the first years of Metapolitefsi,4 the radical social and political changes
affecting Greek society, the re-establishment of democracy, the official recogni-
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12. See Patsalidis (1995) 158-90, Tsatsoulis (2004) 509-24. 
13. See, for example, Kostas Georgousopoulos who describes postmodernism as a kind of “ill-
ness” affecting contemporary culture (“Round Table Discussion” 278).
14. The term designates the period after the fall of the seven-year dictatorship (1967-1974)
and the establishment of democracy.
tion of the Communist Party, the entrance of Greece in the European Community,
and, later, the 1981 victory of the Socialist Party brought about profound and
rapid changes to the social and cultural landscape. During this period, theatre
went through a phase of “explosive” creativity: new theatre groups were esta-
blished, annual festivals widened the range of their participant groups, and thea-
tre received an expanded funding by the State.5
In this dynamic development of theatrical activity, playwrights were still
seen as the leading figures, and the “modern Greek play” for which critics, actors,
and directors had been longing for became a tangible reality. At the same time,
a particular version of realism was also formulated; a version which first and
foremost expressed the authentic Greek social landscape.
The first signs of change that scholars observe appear in the late eighties;
yet, it is in the next decade that the theatrical landscape undergoes a more per-
ceptible transformation. The range of theatrical activity widens as several theatre
practitioners establish a multi-sided contact with international theatre groups.6
Many new groups, and, in particular, directors, present innovatory readings
of classic plays, experiment with the new potential of stage technology, and  at-
tempt to familiarize the Greek audience with different performance styles.7 The
testing site for these innovatory performance aesthetics has often been the field
of ancient Greek drama: the national theatrical product par excellence treated
by critics and the audience with particular ideological sensitivity.8 As we ap-
proach the millennium, theatre directors are not only equally recognisable but
often more highly valued than playwrights. 
In the field of dramatic production, changes have admittedly been slower
and less extended. One of the reasons is the conservative and conventional atti-
tude that some directors have shown towards contemporary Greek plays (Tsa-
tsoulis, “The Modern Greek Stage” 112), and another is that throughout the pe-
riod we examine realism, despite the fact that it undergoes a number of thematic
and formal alterations, remains central to playwriting.9 During the last ten years
dramatic production becomes more diversified and there is a growing presence
of works introducing postdramatic techniques and characteristics.10 Critics start
talking about a dynamic and creative “renaissance” of contemporary playwrit-
ing.11
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It becomes evident that Greek theatre has initiated a remarkable dialogue
with the different innovative trends in postdramatic theatre and performance
practice. Yet, it is more accurate to discuss the postmodern or postdramatic ele-
ments traced in contemporary plays and productions, rather than to look for a
coherent version of Greek postdramatic theatre.12 In the following section, we
attempt to trace this development by focussing on the playwrights’ gradual
change of attitude regarding the way they perceive the dramatic text and its po-
sition in the performance process: how their status changes and from play-
wrights-dramatists they become writers of the stage (auteurs). 
III. From the Playwright-Dramatist to the Writer-Dramaturg: Changing
Perceptions on the Status of the Playwright and the Position of the
Dramatic Text
There is a clear change of direction between the older and the younger gene-
ration in the way they perceive their position in the (symbolic) hierarchy of the
theatrical field and the dominant role of the text. For the Greek playwrights of
the 1970s, the text remains the most important element of theatrical perform-
ance. In this light, the majority perceives the relation between playwrights and
directors as antagonistic, even though some playwrights acknowledge the im-
portant role directors and, particularly, actors perform for the promotion of their
work.13
On the other hand, many playwrights claim that if the directors want to
achieve a creative concept they  should “respect” their text; that is, allow the text
to show them the direction to follow, a principle highly valued also by critics.14
It is because of such reactions that some playwrights even complain about their
plays being misinterpreted and overridden by the dominant aesthetic of the mise-
en-scène (Maniotis 178).
Looking into the other side of this relation, we can see that directors are
usually less reticent towards playwrights. Most of them admit the importance of
the text, underline the different role of their art, and emphasize the collaborative
logic that defines the production process.15 However, most of them point out
that, in selecting the plays, they focus more on the dramatic form than on the
plays’ national identity.  
This situation reflects most probably a deeper change concerning the recep-
tion of contemporary dramatic production. Despite the fact that the staging of con-
temporary Greek plays has offered some benefits, one being the feeling of famil-
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iarity enabling local audiences to more easily identify with the dramatized stories
and the other its subsidization by the Ministry of Culture, these could no longer
work as a sufficient motivation for theatre groups. In the 1990s, contrary to the
early years of Metapolitefsi, the production of Greek plays had lost its ideological
and political edge while the hegemony of the director gradually gained ground.
Looking at the overall attitude of the playwrights of the first generation, it
is evident that they perceive themselves as being writers producing literary texts
and less as part of the artistic “team” of theatre workers. On the contrary,
younger playwrights believe that only through performance their plays could
acquire their full significance. They have a different, more open perception of
their professional status and role as writers. Seen from this angle several play-
wrights admit their close association with the field of practice. Yiannis Chrys-
soulis believes that, for contemporary Greek theatre to take a creative step for-
ward, everyone needs to collaborate, including playwrights.16 Akis Dimou ad-
mits that he has always been a supporter of “equal participation” in the rehearsal
period (Agorastos 2011). Andreas Staikos, on his part, maintains that: “theatre
praxis is a team work . . . . that is how plays should be written, through the
direct relation between the playwright, the actor, and the stage” (50).
In fact, many playwrights not only participate in the stage creation of their
work but they are also actors, directors, or members of theatre groups. Chryssa
Spilioti and Yiannis Mavritsakis started their theatrical career as actors; Yiannis
Kalavrianos, Vassilis Mavrogeorgiou, Lena Kitsopoulou write plays and are also
involved in acting and directing; Elena Penga is a playwright and director. Most
of them admit that their involvement in many aspects of the performing event
helps them acquire a wider perspective on theatre.17 It is, therefore, clear that
contemporary Greek playwrights follow a similar direction with their European
colleagues; a direction associated with their new role, that of the stage writer or
auteur-en-scène (Sermon and Ryngaert 51).
Another aspect, which also reflects the changing perception of the play-
wrights’ status, refers to the methods the different generations consider most ap-
propriate for the promotion of their work. Most representatives of the older gene-
ration believe that the promotion of plays should be administered at an institu-
tional level, either by the Ministry of Culture, the National Theatre, or the Greek
Writer’s Association, whereas specialized press, publishing houses, and critics
can also effectively assist the plays’ promotion. Yet, it is down to the theatre
practitioners to produce Greek plays and thus create a flourishing national cultu-
re. Furthermore, competitions, if properly administered, can undoubtedly help
playwrights, older and younger, make their work known. It is of utmost importa-
nce, though, to include contemporary Greek dramas in the repertory used in the
curriculum taught at Drama Schools.18
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For younger playwrights, what matters most is to create opportunities to
test their work on stage. They agree that a better policy should be implemented,
involving more effective means to promote and present new plays, including not
only competitions but also alternative activities such as open readings.19 Unlike
the previous generation, who perceived writing exclusively as a talent the writer
possesses and has to cultivate through reading other works and test through con-
tinuous writing; younger playwrights, in their majority, agree that playwriting
can also be taught. Andreas Flourakis underlines that, in his classes, he tries to
teach the rules a future playwright should know in order to use or break them in
a creative manner. For him, writing needs reading, lots of knowledge, and study-
ing, while talent and inspiration are equally important but not sufficient (Somara
2013). For Elena Penga attending classes of creative writing allowed her to learn
useful things through discussion with other young playwrights (58).
It is clear that, since the early 1990s the playwright’s status has changed, re-
flecting the wider changes of Greek theatre practice which challenges the text-cen-
tred tradition and follows a direction one might call “postdramatic” or just “post-
modern.” This change is also reflected in the way playwrights perceive the “na-
tional” identity of their work within the framework of the growing cultural glob-
alisation. For the older generation, the plays’ “national” character is of crucial sig-
nificance: “Greekness” was perceived as a token of originality. In their mind, Greek
playwrights should avoid imitating foreign models and develop their own “indige-
nous” tradition. It is on this combination of principles that the development of the
Greek version of dramatic realism was established (Pangourelis 17).
On the contrary, playwrights of the younger generations think differently.
Yiannis Tsiros, for example, explains that his plays despite their realistic façade
cannot be considered as expressing a strictly “national” subject matter, and given
the fact that events and information circulate in a different speed within the glob-
alised world, he feels his subjects are more international (60). There is a growing
sense among younger playwrights that they participate in a wider theatrical net-
work, and the majority is willing to contribute to the formation of a European
identity.20
This new identity still remains open; as Patsalidis argues, while globalisation
has brought forth such profound social and cultural changes, most playwrights,
not only in Greece, insist on a version of local realism that renders their fictional
world familiar to the audiences they address (“Theatre Farewells” 10). Many
young playwrights believe that the strong presence in Greek dramatic production
of home grown realism operates at the expense of formal experimentation
(Kalavrianos 55). In this direction, the role of the critics is undoubtedly crucial,
since in the dominant critical discourse, the particular version of post-war Greek
realism was not only highly valued, but also seen as the more powerful criterion
of evaluation (Sampatakakis 622).
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IV. Mapping out the Diverse Landscape of Greek Drama
i) Post-ethographic Trends
Most scholars admit that it is difficult to classify the different versions of
post-war realism that dominate in the field of contemporary Greek playwriting.
In our discussion, we attempt to distinguish several trends we describe as post-
ethographic21 and are related to the playwrights’ intentions, stylistic choices, and
thematic emphases. In many cases, it becomes clear that some playwrights main-
tain a certain realistic façade—for example, they refer to recognizable social
landscapes—but, at the same time, make an extensive use of postdramatic de-
vices.  
A popular direction in the 1990s is “televisual drama,” which aims at pro-
viding a straightforward photographic reproduction of everyday social life. In
these plays the writers make extensive use of jargon, “cite” familiar images from
the popular media, and mainly use the comic genre.22
As a matter of fact, comedy, not only as a genre but also as a dominant per-
spective in the construction of the plays’ fictional universe, crosses over various
dramatic styles and trends in the period we examine. More often, the comic per-
spective aims at mocking or demystifying contemporary social views and reali-
ties, and, in some cases, acquires a sharp satirical nuance or a surrealistic tone.
For example, in Tonight We Are Dining at Jocasta’s, a Pop Family Story [Απόψε
τρώμε στης Ιοκάστης, a Pop Family Story] (2008), Akis Dimou plays with many
popular cultural codes, such as television soap operas and Greek films of the
1960s, presenting a radical and deeper “scan” on contemporary social morals.
In Othon and Pothoula [Όθων και Ποθούλα] (2012), he builds a carnivalesque
universe by moving in time and playing with legends related to the history of
the Μodern Greek state. 
Sharp and violent humour, combined with references to popular and high
culture landmarks, informs most plays of Lena Kitsopoulou. In order to demysti-
fy the mores and ideological fixations that characterize contemporary Greek so-
ciety, Kitsopoulou transforms the familiar into something monstrous, through a
process that reminds us of the violence and power of carnival upheaval.23 In
Mam [Μαμ 2006], Sakis Serefas constructs a fantastic universe and narrates a
rite of passage to adulthood by associating each stage with a particular food and
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by “documenting” (in a surrealistic style) his story through detailed scientific
citations, metaphorical images, and sound associations. The comic tone, inter-
mingled with the fantastic element that we usually find in animation films, is
dominant in some plays of Vassilis Mavrogeorgiou, such as the very popular
Cockroach [Κατσαρίδα] (2004). The aesthetic of comics informs, also, the work
of the cartoonist Arkas, especially his play Blood Enemies [Εχθροί εξ aίματος]
(2007). A particular humorous perspective characterizes the plays of Andreas
Staikos. The fictional worlds in his plays bring to mind a modern version of
Marivaux’s “sentimental comedy.” Playing with the nuances of words, Staikos’
humorous perspective is at times ironic and at times frivolous. 
The legacy of post-war realism is also to be found in the work of many play-
wrights who attempt to map contemporary society by focusing on the characters’
personal itineraries rather than on their social position. In this direction, we often
observe a growing presence of the imaginary, dream-like element, which blurs
the photographic reproduction of the real. Yiannis Chryssoulis and Panagiotis
Mentis concentrate on the characters’ personal itineraries and attempt to shed
light on the backstage of contemporary Greek social landscape. Chryssoulis often
assigns a mysterious, dream-like atmosphere to his plays, as he is interested in
portraying the intimate routes each of his characters follows. In The Return of
the Tse [Η επιστροφή των Τσε] (1997), Pavlos and Marios “invade” the house of
a middle class, affluent couple, and, gradually, pass from the exterior space of
their material property to the interior landscape of their emotions. Panagiotis
Mentis follows most of the rules and devices of realistic drama, while the major
focus in his plays lies on interfamilial relations, as these constitute an almost
photographic imprint of the changing landscape of Greek society. In The Secret
Wound [Η κρυφή πληγή] (2007), Mentis dramatizes the saga of a family that de-
velops along power relations associated with financial interests and unfolds in
the confines of the symbolic site of the family house. 
In some cases, realism serves only as a pretext and the plot acquires an al-
most Pirandellian guise, such as in Alexis Stamatis’ play Beehives [Μελίσσια]
(2012), where the family saga is reflected, throughout the play, in the mirror of
a fictional work: the novel that the play’s protagonist is writing. In Leia Vitali’s
The Dinner [Το γεύμα] (1998), three couples, entrapped in the shallow and
meaningless world of lifestyle, engage in a discussion about a rape case they
have heard on the news, while preparing dinner according to the latest fashion
of culinary art. When they decide to act out the scene of the rape, the previous
light atmosphere becomes dangerously violent and the dinner turns into a carni-
vorous ritual. In a similar vein, we can also examine Vangelis Hatzigiannidis’
Mud [Λάσπη] (2008), in which the playwright, within an atmosphere reminiscent
of “magical realism,” dramatizes the story of a family house. The relation be-
tween the characters, the landlady and the family of the caretaker, evolves around
their personal knowledge of the house: of its secrets, dark places, and objects. 
Another group of plays in this post-ethographic direction focuses on the so-
cial landscape and, in particular, on the social margins. Exclusion, immigrants,
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violence are among the most common thematic concerns of these plays. Vassilis
Katsikonouris’ The Milk [Το γάλα] (2005) is registered as the play that introduced
to a large audience the subject of the growing presence of immigrants in con-
temporary Greek society.24 Chryssa Spilioti, exploring the issues of exclusion
and racism in Fire and Water [Φωτιά και νερό] (2007),  narrates a story that
could unfold in any European city,  speaking from the perspective of the Other,
the immigrant Said. The plot serves as a metaphor of the way racist stereotypes
concerning the Western/Oriental polarity are constructed.
A similar reversal of perspectives on the subject of racist violence is the
focus of Lena Kitsopoulou’s Aoustras or Couch Grass [Άουστρας ή Η αγριάδα]
(2011). A foreign tourist is invited to visit a group of young people in an Athenian
flat. The group recycling all sorts of stereotype expressions and cliché ideas
about Greeks and Greekness ends up, by verbally and physically abusing their
guest, showing the new version of Greek hospitality. 
Andreas Flourakis in his Greek Cuisine [Ελληνική κουζίνα] (2011) provides
us a different viewpoint on the subject of immigration. He dramatizes the story
of a Greek restaurant owner, who immigrated to London some forty years ago
and who now, in his retirement, is looking for the appropriate candidates to sell
his business. Flourakis provides us with a panorama of the different perceptions
about identities, national and other, as these are discussed and redefined in the
landscape of multi-ethnic London, using as a pretext the secrets of Greek culinary
art.
A different perspective of the social margins is provided in some plays of
Antonis and Konstantinos Koufalis. Reproducing the abusive aspect of verbal
violence as this alternates with outbursts of physical violence, their play Mist
[Πάχνη] (2009) follows the itinerary of two friends who attempt to escape from
their traumatic past by entering the fantastic, two dimensional world of a cinema
screen, and thus build a self-portrait by using material from film heroes.
Following a different stylistic direction, Michalis Virvidakis, in On the Na-
tional Road with the Head Lights on [Στην εθνική με τα μεγάλα] (1997), narrates
the story of two brothers who own a canteen and literally live on the margins,
on the side of a national road. The play depicts a rite of passage to adulthood;
the two brothers strive to find a way out of their traumatic past, a way out of the
limited family space and the edge of the national road. The adventure of another
canteen by the seaside is the subject of Yiannis Tsiros’ Wild Seed [Άγριος σπόρος]
(2013). Tsiros “documents” the story of Stavros, the canteen’s owner, who is in-
volved in the mysterious disappearance of a young German tourist. Tsiros has
the opportunity to draw a picture of two opposing mentalities and their conflict-
ing relation, to show metonymically the two poles of Europe: the impulsive
Southerners and the disciplined Northerners.
Closing this section, we should make a brief reference to Loula Anagnostaki
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and her play, To You Who are Listening to Me [Σ’ εσάς που με ακούτε] (2003),
which, in many ways, summarizes the directions of the post-ethographic trend.
Anagnostaki’s originality lies in the way the personal itineraries of her characters
converge with the path of History. The play unfolds in the multinational envi-
ronment of Maria’s old house in Berlin after the fall of the Wall. The fragmentary
plot reflects the bits and pieces of the characters’ life stories, which we can never
fully follow. Their story operates as a metaphor on the end of ideologies, the loss
of Rosa Luxemburg’s myth at the dawn of the new multi-ethnic Europe.
We have thus far attempted to demonstrate how post-war realism has exerted
a long-lasting and strong influence on the recent dramatic production. However,
it has also widened its thematic concerns and has given rise to a creative inter-
mingling with innovative formal elements. In the next section, we venture to ex-
plore briefly the wider influence of postdramatic aesthetics. In particular, we
refer to some general directions (devices or methods) which are extensively
adopted by Greek playwrights: hybridity, the abolition of boundaries among dif-
ferent genres and styles; intermediality, the introduction of artistic means that
derive from other media; and the practice of intertextuality. 
ii) The Influence of Postdramatic Aesthetics
Intertextuality is related to the emphasis contemporary theory places on re-
ception. In this light, transposing, interpreting, playing with, mocking, under-
mining, or “expanding” older texts becomes a popular alternative for many play-
wrights. It is a tendency inspired by the work of theatre directors, who created
their own stage texts by adapting and interpreting classic or modern plays. 
The most popular field from which Greek playwrights draw is undoubtedly
the domain of ancient Greek tragic myths. We may distinguish some main di-
rections associated with the different perceptions of the myth as (national) her-
itage and as a model narrative with an adaptable pattern that can illustrate as
such major philosophical, social, psychological, or political issues. In some
cases, myths become the object of the playwrights’ parodying intentions. The
emphasis on the psychological itinerary of the mythical figures, especially that
of female tragic heroines, has been a popular perspective, often developed in the
form of monologues, largely influenced by Yiannis Ritsos’ monologues in the
Fourth Dimension [Τέταρτη διάσταση]. 25
Iakovos Kambanellis, in Letter to Orestes [Γράμμα στον Ορέστη] (1992),
presents a psychological portrait of Clytemnestra. Reading aloud a letter she ad-
dresses to her son, the tragic heroine recalls past images of their family life, em-
phasizing her motherly feelings and revealing the dark side of the life she shared
with Agamemnon. In Andromache or a Woman Landscape at the Height of the
Night [Ανδρομάχη ή Τοπίο γυναίκας στο ύψος της νύχτας] (1999), Akis Dimou
presents his protagonist, the exiled princess enclosed in a small room—in capti-
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vity—literally drawing on the walls the memories she has from her homeland.
In the monologues Medea – The Exodus [Μήδεια – Η έξοδος] (2000), Phaedra
[Φαίδρα] (2006), and Jocasta [Ιοκάστη] (2007), Yiannis Kontrafouris presents
the tragic heroines struggling with fragments of words, repeating a ritual that
wanes away. 
The different philosophical or psychoanalytic perspectives that have usually
accompanied the figure of Oedipus serve as raw material for new narratives re-
flecting on the subject of identity, its fragility and evasiveness, in relation to the
theories attempting to circumscribe it. Marios Pontikas, in Laius’ Murderer and
the Crows [Ο δολοφόνος του Λαΐου και τα κοράκια] (2004), puts his protagonist,
Man, to repeat the story of Oedipus as the model hero of Freud rather than
Sophocles. This story is then challenged by a female crow, disguised as human,
which demystifies the paradigmatic validity of this quest. Nothing is real in the
realm of humans, since men are led by words that build up stories in which they
must fit. In a similar way, the protagonist of Giorgos Veltsos’ Oedipus, anti-Oedi-
pus [Οιδίπους, αντι-Οιδίπους] (2004), Oedipus, invents his alter-ego, Anti-Oedi-
pus, in order to present the journey of Oedipus through different theoretical and
philosophical readings of the myth. 
Mythical figures are also legendary roles that belong to the classical reper-
tory. The two actresses in Andreas Staikos’ Clytemnestra? [Κλυταιμνήστρα;] en-
gage in a theatrical play in their attempt to rehearse the roles of Clytemnestra
and Electra. Passages from the ancient texts are intermingled with improvised
“lines,” whereas personal feelings are mixed with the tragic emotions which are
part of the roles. This process of intermingling involves every aspect of the thea-
trical performance: verbal style, acting style, and diction. If tragic figures are
roles involved in model narratives, how can we read these roles when fragments
of these narratives are displayed in a different context? Maria Efstathiadi locates
the characters of The Frozen Garden [Ο παγωμένος κήπος] (2005) in the frozen
land of the myth. War, violence, and exclusion form the wider background in
which Efstathiadi places the two nameless figures, Noman and Niemand, that
is, Philoctetes and Ajax. In this ruined military environment, the characters recall
fragments of their previous lives as these were registered in the myth. Ulysses
goes after Noman-Philoctetes in order to rescue Sophocles’ text and not the
weapon. To further enhance the intertextual resonances of her play,  Efstathiadi
adds another element, that of Pasolini who enters the final scene  with a camera
in his hands, and starts filming the frozen landscape of the myth. 
Dimitris Dimitriadis, in Civilisation, a Secular Tragedy [Πολιτισμός, μια
κοσμική τραγωδία] (2013), “plays” with the mythic narrative, altering its core
point of reference. If the tragic figures, such as Medea, lose their reference to a
particular value system, they become harmless. If there is no value system to as-
sign significance to the tragic figures, then it is up to the writer-poet to invent
his/her own. 
In contemporary Greece, ancient myths are part of the national heritage, as
much as museums or archaeological sites. What is the ideological power of these
myths today? Pavlos Matesis, in his play The Uproar [Η βουή] (1997), reflects
on this subject of national heritage by constructing a complex plot consisting of
different levels: the mythical, the theatrical, the contemporary. In a remote site—
the ruins of Agamemnon’s palace—three figures “frozen” in the time of the myth
perform their family story every year. Clytemnestra, Aegisthus, and Electra re-
peat the ritual of the family curse with the help of an ancient troupe of actors.
The oneiric territory of myth and theatre, however, is invaded by reality, every
time the ritual is interrupted by a group of tourists who enters the former palace
in order to visit its main attraction, the altar—a toilet—dedicated to Thyestes
and Atreus.
The dialogue with other texts is not limited to the domain of ancient Greek
myths, but refers also to the reworking of various dramatic or literary narratives.
Many playwrights have produced important and innovatory dramatic texts, either
“playing” with the novelistic styles—using the text as stage material—or inter-
preting the core thematic concerns of older plays by expanding or deconstructing
them. The dialogue with other plays or literary texts focuses on an important de-
tail of the protagonists’ itinerary, which, in the new version, is further developed,
or resembles a post-performance commentary.26 In other cases, the emphasis lies
on “translating” the adventure of the hero or heroine into a new theatrical idiom,
“playing” with different stylistic choices.27 An interesting example that encom-
passes many of these traits is Andreas Staikos’ The Curtain Falls [Η αυλαία πέ-
φτει] (1999). In this play, Staikos converses with the life and work of the writer
and theatre director, Konstantinos Christomanos, the creator of New Stage (Νέα
Σκηνή), in the first decade of the twentieth century. Using as raw material the
published memoirs of Christomanos, in which he narrates his relationship with
the Austrian Empress Elizabeth, written in the neo-romantic style of late nine-
teenth century prose, Staikos constructs a complex plot consisting of different
“theatrical” levels, “framing” each other in a meta-theatrical mode. The power
of reception in reconstructing (and creating?) reality may be seen as the core
issue Staikos discusses in this play: the life story of Konstantinos Christomanos
is made up of conversing texts and (theatrical) images.
It is quite evident that in these intertextual attempts many playwrights ex-
periment with the hidden dynamics of the verbal element. Language is treated
as a stage material and the production of meaning does not depend on the con-
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26. See, for example, Iakovos Kambanellis’ In Ibsenland [Στη χώρα Ίψεν] (1996), Giorgos
Veltsos’ The Announcement, A Tribute to Strindberg [Η αναγγελία, Hommage στον Στρίν-
τμπεργκ] (2000), and Akis Dimou’s Fingers Covered in Grass [Χλόη στα δάχτυλα] (2006). 
27. See, for example, Elias Lagios’ The Story of Lady Othello [Η ιστορία της Λαίδης Οθέλλο]
(1992), Klairi Mitsotaki’s The Strange Words of Madame Bovary [Οι παράξενοι λόγοι της
Κυρίας Μποβαρύ] (1992), Akis Dimou’s Marguerite Gautier is Travelling Tonight [Η Μαρ-
γαρίτα Γκωτιέ ταξιδεύει απόψε] (2005) and Withering Stains of Blood [Το αίμα που
μαράθηκε] (2007), Maria Efstathiadi’s Demon, Sostenuto Assai Cantabile [Δαίμονας,
Sostenuto Assai Cantabile] (2010), Dimitris Dimitriadis’ Insenso (2007), and Maria Laina’s
The Tree [Το δέντρo] (2013).
ventional semantic background of each word but on the combination of their
sound and the rhythm of their utterance. Words create the reality on stage and
from a theatre of the eyes we pass to the “theatre of the ears.”28
Several playwrights have experimented with this idea of “creating” or “si-
gnifying” reality through words, presenting characters/voices that designate with-
out representing their itineraries. Yiannis Mavritsakis’ work is a telling example.
In The Blind Spot [Το τυφλό σημείο] (2008), we follow the wanderings of Niki,
the protagonist, who tries to come to terms with the loss of her husband. The
playwright “designates” Niki’s surroundings as being captured by her senses
which function as a detached “camera,” and although he includes in each scene
dialogic parts, it is as if these were “reproduced” dialogues, narrated in the third
person. In a similar mode, the protagonist in Wolfgang (2008) generates the
“background” reality of his story: Mavritsakis, inspired by a real event,29 places
the protagonist in the position of a witness-narrator and we (readers or spectators)
have the impression of “listening to” his confession to the judge or interviewer.
Manolis Tsipos’ Sabine X (2007) is also based on real events,30 and the dra-
matic form he elaborates—an operatic song—may be seen as an intertextual re-
ference to the tradition of documentary theatre, in particular Peter Weiss’ The
Investigation (1965). The plot is constructed by the interaction of different speak-
ing voices, bearing witness to each step/crime of Sabine. These voices, the voices
of her murdered children, draw a powerful portrait of this young Medea and
compose a story made up of disconnected fragments.  
Sakis Serefas, in Melted Butter [Λιωμένο βούτυρο] (2007), re-presents a real
murder that was discussed in the Greek newspapers during the 1960s. Serefas’
intention is not only to examine the secret aspects of a love crime but also to
shed light to the hidden aspects of the social mores of that period. Using a Pi-
randellian device, he assigns to the author/director the role of the “investigator”
who listens to the different testimonies. Through these “narratives,” the play’s
dramatic myth, its story, as every narrated or performed story appears fragmented
and many-sided. 
What informs the dramatic myth in Dimitris Dimitriadis’ The Stunning of
Animals Before the Slaughter [Η ζάλη των ζώων πριν τη σφαγή] (2000) is the
creation of reality through words; words seen as the power the poet possesses.
This play has a complex multi-layered structure: three mysterious men, perform-
ing the role of spectators, are watching from a distance the adventures of Nilos,
Filitsa, their children, and Nilos’ friend, Filon. We can suggest that what we actu-
ally watch is the curse (the words) that Filon speaks in the beginning of the play,
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28. A term used by the French playwright Valère Novarina (Finburgh 2007).
29. It refers to the story of Natascha Kampusch, a young Austrian girl who was kidnapped and
kept locked in a cellar by Wolfgang Priklopil for eight years, until she managed to escape
in 2006.
30. It refers to the case of Sabine X, a young German woman who had given birth to and killed
nine babies.
the ill-omened future he predicts for his friend after he gets married, creating a
“palpable” reality in which Nilos and his family are entrapped.
Another important direction associated with the permutations of the verbal
element is the development of monologue as an independent genre. There has
been a very rich production of monologues in Greece recently; a trend that has
also been strongly supported by actors and directors. There are many monologues
which we might describe as “biographical.” In some cases, the personal odyssey
of the protagonist becomes a metaphor for an entire generation, such as the case
of Sophia Apostolou in Loula Anagnostaki’s Deep Red Sky [Ο ουρανός κα-
τακόκκινος] (1999). Middle aged Sophia Apostolou crosses over the entire social
and political landscape of Metapolitefsi: she expresses her nostalgic feelings for
the “revolutionary” years when politics was a serious matter and does not regret
her choice to remain on the margins of the fake pleasures of affluence that have
invaded contemporary Greek society. Using a more audacious language and
often adopting a surrealistic frame of mind Lena Kitsopoulou’s protagonist in
M.A.I.R.O.U.L.A. [Μ.Α.Ι.Ρ.Ο.Υ.Λ.Α.] (2009) also talks about her (the playwright’s)
generation. Being in her late thirties, Kitsopoulou’s protagonist feels deprived of
challenges and aspirations: belonging to the generation that has grown up with
the fake pleasures of affluence, she feels entrapped in this new version of bour-
geois ennui, and can only escape in an imaginary trip following her (equally ima-
ginary) suicide. 
In that group of monologues-biographies we can include several plays that
focus on narrating the life story of a well-known historical figure.31 Elena
Penga’s Nelly’s Takes her Dog out for a Walk [Η Nelly’s βγάζει βόλτα τον σκύλο
της] (2003) constructs a very interesting collage of the photographer’s lived ex-
periences, making an extensive use of intermediality. Penga brings Nelly’s to
the present, in Athens, on the eve of the 2004 Olympic Games, and imagines
how she would have reacted facing the spectacle of contemporary Athens with
her camera lens. The play’s structure is based on the dialogue between projected
images and fragments of texts, which build up a multimedial narrative of the
photographer’s life story. 
Another version of the monologic form concerns those cases in which the
focus lies on constructing fragments of a narrative, as if the protagonist is in the
course of inventing his/her own identity. For example, in Maria Laïna’s The Clown
[Ο κλόουν] (1985), the protagonist creates by means of a ritualistic repetition of
metaphors and poetic images the multiple sides of his/her identity, that of his/her
profession, and that of his/her personal memory within the timespan of a day. 
What we have attempted to show in this brief mapping is that there is a rich
thematic and aesthetic diversity in contemporary Greek playwriting. In particular,
there is a growing interest in postdramatic aesthetics, which is enriching the
legacy of post-war realism. 
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31. In this group we could include Panagiotis Mentis’ Rosa [Ρόζα] (2012) and Leia Vitali’s
Zeïbekiko [Ζεϊμπέκικο] (2013).
To return to our initial question, we still need to discuss how we can define
a dramatic text after theory has “declared” the death of the Author. In Greece,
during the last few years, we often face the paradox of performance texts—cre-
ated collectively in the course of rehearsals—to be published and classified under
the category “dramatic literature.” Are these texts “authored”? Can they be used
in a different stage reading, like every other play? This may be a proof of the
new, multi-dimensional status of the text; a status that leads us to the broadened
semantic range that the notion of dramaturgy has acquired. The idea of dramatic
narrative as a structure involving some rudimentary ingredients (a character nar-
rating a story that presents a particular perspective on society and the world) has
become the paradigm defining the process of “assembling” in many different
cultural procedures, (Turner and Behrndt 36).
Accepting what Phyllis Nagy writes, dramaturgy, the process of “asse-
mbling,” is always necessarily authored: “Text is present in every piece of the-
atre, even in theatre without dialogue or in improvisational theatre. Because the
moment one person performs a single action on a stage, the moment a person
decides . . . . to speak a particular word, or to utter a particular sound, there is a
narrative placed within a specific context. And such a narrative is authored
whether or not we choose to acknowledge it” (82).
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